LONGPATH TECHNOLOGIES
WORKS WITH CMCRI
TO ENHANCE PERFORMANCE OF
NOVEL DUAL-COMB LASER

LongPath Technologies is commercializing a superior method for continuously monitoring methane and
other GHG emissions from industrial sources. The technology, which can sense atmospheric methane at a
few parts-per-billion, can locate and quantify sources of emissions. The system operates continuously and
is capable of detecting intermittent emission sources, like storage tanks and hydraulic controllers that are
often missed by other detection technologies. One of the advantages of the system is that it simultaneously
monitors multiple wells over long distances – thereby reducing costs for operators with high density
operations. LongPath collaborates with CMCRI at its Field Research Station where facilities and
environments are typical of Canadian upstream operations.

C H A L L E N G E

Longpath wanted to observe how their technology performed in different weather conditions and the
Canadian Prairies, with conditions that range from winter blizzards to summer heat waves, provided an
optimal location. LongPath partnered with CMCRI at our Field Research Station in Southern Alberta
where the FRS and CMCRI staff provide facilities and expert advice in a real-world environment with
access to operating industrial emission sources.

R E S U L T S

The performance of Longpath’s dual frequency comb laser spectrometer has exceeded expectations
at the FRS, where a single system continuously monitors emissions from multiple facilities with
diverse equipment over a 7.5 km2 area. Tests helped to fine tune and adapt the system’s peripheral
equipment to specific features of the Canadian environment and operations to ensure maximum
performance and nearly continuous monitoring.

The LongPath team benefited from the opportunity to deploy and test their system
where observations from operating upstream facilities can be augmented by controlled methane
releases. They gained valuable experience dealing with extreme weather conditions that has
improved their technology. Robert Wright, hardware design engineer with Longpath, says the insight
has improved their communication with and understanding the needs of their stakeholders working
with CMCRI.
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When Robert Wright began working on the company’s long-range
laser technologies in Canada, what stood out to him were
discussions around the environmental footprint of oil and gas.
"Canada has been really clear-eyed and a lot more progressive from
the start about trying to balance the energy industry with long-term
outlooks on climate,” says Wright.
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He notes that while CMCRI provided sound scientific advice, what
really set our services apart was knowledge about the business
culture of the oil and gas sector. “The way that you interface
with industry has been awesome,” says Wright.

Our quest is to help
partners and clients develop
innovations that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions
and improve operational
performance. At the Field
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CMCRI has been a key technology partner to LongPath. Working
on the Canadian prairies, with its extreme weather shifts, has
provided huge opportunity for LongPath's development. "In
different environments you always see different characteristics in
the atmospherics, and that’s something that we’re really
interested in and that kind of presents a different signal than
anywhere else," said Wright.
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By working with CMC Research Institutes, LongPath can more
effectively demonstrate that its dual-comb laser technology has a
meaningful role in the low carbon energy future. An economy
developed with the environment at the forefront requires innovation
and resources to build viable and scalable technologies, something
that CMCRI has been able to provide to LongPath and other
innovative companies. A low carbon world requires that the rate of
technology validation and scale up in Canada be accelerated
considerably. Partnerships between innovators and companies like

Learn more: www.cmcghg.com

CMC Research Institutes are a vital part of the solution.
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